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Announcements

I Problem Set # 3 has been posted

I Due on Nov. 3 at 11:59PM

I Office Hours (OH) Schedule

I Moved to Mondays, 4-5PM (Room PE737, Pilestredet 35)

I No longer on Tuesdays and Fridays

I Schedule for remaining lectures

I Lecture 9, Nov. 1 (Chapter 25, Categorical Explanatory Vars.)

I Lecture 10, Nov. 8 (Chapter 27, Time Series)

I Lecture 11, Nov. 22 (Practice Mini-Final Exam)

I Suggested practice problems from textbook posted on Canvas
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Part 4 of this Course: Building regression models

I You want to build a model to forecast outcomes from data
you have

I What’s the best model you can build?

I This class: When should you add variables to your model?

I Next week: Categorical explanatory variables
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Additional variables: What is the trade-off?

I Goal of this class: highlight the power of statistical models,
but also illustrate potential risks

I Why not just add variables?

I More variables mean a higher R2

I Explain more variation in y

I So much data is available now, shouldn’t we always just use
whatever variables we have?
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Additional variables: What is the trade-off?

I Adding variables to the model is not always “better,” there
are potential problems too

I Does your model make sense? Can you explain it to
customers or clients?

I Even with large datasets there is limited variation for your
model to use to estimate a large number of slopes

I Starbucks example from last lecture: what is the effect of the
number of competitors on sales, holding fixed the median
income in the area, the size of the store, the quality of the
products, the quality of customer service, amount spent on
advertising...

I Data mining and “multiple testing”
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Agenda for Today

I Building a multivariate regression model

I Collinearity

I Data mining: the good, the bad, and the ugly

I Chapter 24
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Case Study for Today: Sony Stock

I We want to build a model that describes returns on stock in
Sony Corporation

I A good place to start is the Capital Asset Pricing Model
(CAPM), a model of financial markets

I The CAPM describes the relationship between returns on a
particular stock and returns on the whole stock market

I According to the underlying theory, the market rewards
investors for taking unavoidable risks, collectively known as
market risk

I Other risks, collectively called idiosyncratic risk, are
avoidable, and the CAPM model promises no compensation
for these
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Case Study for Today: Sony Stock

I The CAPM can be represented as a simple regression (SRM)

I The response variable y : the percentage change in a Sony’s
value over some time period

I The explanatory variable x1: the percentage change in the
value of the whole stock market

I Finance analysts traditionally denote the intercept in this
regression as “alpha” and the slope as “beta”

I “Beta” provides a measure of the degree of correlation
between that stock and the rest of the market

I “Alpha” provides a measure of abnormal or excess return
(e.g., ability to beat the market)
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Case Study for Today: Sony Stock
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Case Study for Today: Sony Stock

I Questions we’ll analyze for our case study

I What is the relationship between returns on Sony stock and
returns in the broader market?

I What is the “beta” of Sony stock?

I Why do we care?

I Hedging strategy: Does Sony move 1-for-1 with the market?

I Evaluating Sony’s performance: How is Sony’s share price
performing relative to the market as a whole?
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Sony Stock: The Dataset

I You have 17 years of monthly data (n = 204) from Sony and
from the rest of the U.S. stock market

I Response variable: Monthly percentage change in value of
Sony stock (SonyChange)

I Explanatory variables:

I Monthly percentage change in U.S. stock market
(MarketChange)

I Monthly percentage change in Dow Jones Industrial Average
(30 largest companies) (DowChange)

I Monthly percentage difference in returns between small and
large companies (SmallBig)

I Monthly percentage difference in returns between growth and
value stocks (HighLow)
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Sony Stock: SRM using CAPM as starting point
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Sony Stock: SRM using CAPM as starting point
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Sony Stock: SRM using CAPM as starting point
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Sony Stock: SRM using CAPM as starting point

I How do you interpret b0 (Sony stock’s alpha)?

I How do you interpret b1 (Sony stock’s beta)?

I Is the estimate b1 statistically significant at the 1% level?

I Is the two-sided test H0 : β1 = 0, H1 = β1 6= 0 very
interesting?
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Sony Stock: SRM using CAPM as starting point

I What is the p-value of the hypothesis test
H0 : β1 ≤ 1, H1 : β1 > 1?
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Sony Stock: Expanding the regression model

I We want to improve our estimate of β1 by adding more x ’s

I How to pick additional x ’s?

I Naive approach: add “more of the same” variables

I Exploring the data and learning more about the problem

I Theoretical knowledge

I Three additional variables we’ll consider for our case study

I DowChange

I SmallBig

I HighLow
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Sony Stock: Expanding the regression model
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Sony Stock: Multiple Regression
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Sony Stock: Check MRM conditions

Scatter plot of residuals vs. predicted values
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Sony Stock: Comparing MRM vs. SRM using CAPM
I Does the MRM model have explanatory power?

I Does the MRM explain more variation in Sony stock than the
CAPM regression?

I Which variables statistically significantly improve the fit of the
MRM?

I How did the standard error for the coefficient on
MarketChange change? Why?
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Collinearity: Definition and Implications

I Collinearity is the situation in which two or more of the
explanatory variables are highly correlated

I Some correlation between explanatory variables is inevitable

I However, when your explanatory variables are highly
correlated this decreases the precision of the estimates

I In particular, standard errors tend to increase, and there may
be large changes in the size of the estimates

I Intuition: MRM estimates the effect of MarketChange,
holding DowChange and other variables constant

I Collinearity does not violate MRM assumptions, statistical
inference/hypothesis tests are still valid

I But makes it harder to interpret the regression
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Collinearity: Example of Perfect Collinearity
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Collinearity: Dealing with Collinearity

Signs of Collinearity

I High correlation between the explanatory variables

I R2 doesn’t change much as you add a variable

I Standard errors increase when you add a variable

I Coefficient estimates change dramatically
when you add a variable

I Large F -statistic but many small t-statistics

What to do if there is collinearity?

I Do you have a good reason to keep the x ’s in the model?

I If not, consider dropping them from the model, one at a time
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Collinearity: What is the “best” model?

Typically combines intuition, theory, and model testing.

1. What are candidate hypothesis?

2. Does the model have predictive power with all of these
explanatory variables? (F -stat)

3. Does each x variable have statistical significance? (t-stat)

I If yes, great!

I If no, think whether to include or exclude the variable from the
regression (judgement call).

By excluding, you are forcing the slope to be 0.

By including, you may be adding “noise” to the model.

4. If excluding a variable, do so one at a time. Then start back
at Step 1.
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Best Practices

I Begin a regression analysis by looking at plots

I Remember to check the F-statistic before interpreting
regression results

I Learn to recognize the presence of collinearity

I Do not remove explanatory variables at the first sign of
collinearity

I Remove explanatory variables one at a time

I Remember: Regression modeling is iterative
I Start with a model that makes sense theoretically and

intuitively
I Then refine and improve the fit of the model
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Automated Model Selection

I Tools for automating model selection exists (beyond the scope
of this course)

I Stepwise regression

I Ridge regression

I LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator)

I Principal Component Analysis

I These methods are not without problems

I Data Mining (looking for a “significant” explanatory variable)

I Overfitting

I High “False Discovery Rates”

I They cannot account for common sense

I And some of these problems also have solutions

I Training, Cross-Validation, Testing
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Example of Data Mining

Can you “explain” changes in the stock market
with random numbers?
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Example of Data Mining

Regression of MarketChange on 25 variables with random numbers
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Example of Data Mining

Regression of MarketChange on random21

I High F -stat! High t-stat! Great model?

I Is this likely to predict changes in the stock market in the
future? Why or why not?
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Preventing “bad” data mining

I Always check the F-statistic before interpreting regression
results

I Be suspicious of models where explanatory variables are too
“hand picked” or arbitrary

I Your results need to make sense: regardless of how large your
t-statistic is, you need a plausible theory

I Use your intuition and expert knowledge about economics


